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The Virtual Network Embedding Problem:

●Challenge: Find a mapping of all elements of a virtual 
network to a physical network, which fulfills the 
specifications.

●What is a „good“ embedding?: There are different metrics to 
measure the quality of an embedding. E.g. resource 
consumption, load balancing, etc.

●Mappings with short distances between the virtual nodes 
consume less link resources, and are usually not in 
contradiction to other objectives. Hence they allow for 
embedding more requests simultaneously in the future.

●Locally distributed 
●Coordinated node and 
link mapping

●Uses flow optimization on 
an „augmented graph“

→ problems for 
overlapping candidate 
sets

●Datacenter usecase
●Leverages clustering
●Low runtimes
●Topology-semi-aware 
node mapping 

→ problems on 
general topologies
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Evaluation

Related Work (Exemplary)

Simple benchmarking algorithm which allows node collocation

Problem case:

●For high node and low link resources collocating algorithms can 
easily outperform the state of the art algorithms.

●Virtual network requesters should be able to specify whether 
collocation violates their constraints.

Conclusion

MIP Approach[3]
●Mathematical 
formulation

●Generates optimal 
solutions

●Supports migration 
and collocation

→ problem on 
runtime

●Resource perspective: 
Short distances = good → 0 distance = best

●State of the art algorithms do not leverage collocation

How does this impact the amount of 
virtual networks that can be embedded?
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